
Contents:
1x Stoopitoot

1x dice 4x Slap Pads (1 sheet)
25x Stoopido Face Pieces
1x Stoopido LOSER Sign

(5 sheets)

4x Pairs of glasses
5x clear nose clips
10x clear ear clips
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clickEAR click

Item No: 1960
210316

For 2-4 players
Ages 8+

Each time you play:
•  Each player puts on a pair of glasses;
•  Place the Stoopitoot in the middle of the 

play area with the 4 Slap Pads 
positioned around it and scatter the 
Stoopido Face Pieces beside them to form 
Face Piles as shown to the right.

Setting up for the first time:
•  Carefully press out the 4 Slap Pads and the Stoopido Face Pieces from their cardboard sheets;
•  Attach the clear nose and ear clips to the Stoopido Face Pieces as shown below:



=
Slap Pad

See more great games at www.drumondpark.com
Customer service: Drumond Park, PO Box 164, HOCKLEY, Essex SS5 4BA, UK. Phone: 01702 200 660.
Manufactured by Drumond Developments Ltd., PO Box 790, IPSWICH IP1 9GP, UK.
©2015 NPD Partnership trading as Ooba. All rights reserved. The STOOPIDO name is a
Trademark and the STOOPIDO eyeglasses are a Registered Design of NPD Partnership Ltd.
Colour and contents may vary from those shown. Please retain this information for future 
reference. Remove all packaging materials before giving to children. Please take care when 
placing any Stoopido face piece onto players' glasses during play. WARNING: Do not
use squeaker close to ear. Misuse may cause damage to hearing. Made in China.

WARNING! Not suitable for children under 36 months
due to small parts. CHOKING HAZARD.

Let’s get playing...
In Stoopido, players take it in turns to roll the dice but react and play at the same time.
The youngest player starts and play moves clockwise.
On your turn, roll the dice...

If you roll the NOSE, EYES, HAT or EARS, the first player to touch the corresponding 
Slap Pad wins the round.
For example: Sam rolls the NOSE on the dice.
Sally is the first to touch the NOSE Slap Pad
so Sally wins the round.
The winner of the round gets to pick a Stoopido Face Piece from the corresponding 
Face Pile and add it to the glasses of ANY player that isn’t already wearing a Stoopido 
Face Piece of that feature.

For example: Sally, the winner of the round, chooses the clown’s nose and adds it to Max’s glasses.
Important: ears are always added in pairs but they don’t need to match.

If you roll the GLASSES, bad luck! The player to your left gets to pick a Stoopido Face Piece of 
ANY feature you don’t already have and add it to your glasses.
For example: Sam rolls the GLASSES on the dice. Sally, sitting to his left, chooses the DRAGON’S EYES 
and places them on Sam’s glasses.
If you roll the STOOPITOOT, the first player to squeak the Stoopitoot can choose to:
• Pick a Stoopido Face Piece of ANY feature and place it on ANY player; OR...
• Pick ANY Stoopido Face Piece from their own glasses and put it back in its Face Pile.

If you win a round and every player is already wearing the Stoopido Face Piece that was rolled, you can 
remove the corresponding Stoopido Face Piece from your glasses and put it back in its Face Pile.
If every player is already wearing the Stoopido Face Piece that was rolled, you can pick ANY player and 
swap out the corresponding Stoopido Face Piece on their glasses with another one from the same Face Pile.
If a player’s GLASSES ARE FULL then they have lost and must sit out looking silly for the remainder of 
the game. LOSER!

The Winner - Yay!
The game ends when there is only one player left without a full face of Stoopido Face 
Pieces on their glasses. That player is the winner and has the right to take photos of all 
the LOSERS holding the Stoopido LOSER Sign!


